Between late 1994 and early 2001 the Wind orbiter, generally targeted to stay in the solar wind, passed through the Earth's magnetosphere ∼50 times. About 450 distinct bow shock crossings were collected during the inbound and outbound bracketing each Wind perigee. These crossings and corresponding vectorial upstream solar wind measurements by the Wind MFI and SWE instruments are used to study the 3-D shape of the bow shock and its motion. Mapping of bow shock crossings to the Sun-Earth line and to the terminator plane is realized using a recent analytical model of the planetary bow shock. The asymmetry of the terrestrial bow shock in the terminator plane is studied as a function of Friedrichs diagram anisotropy. Analysis of the subsolar bow shock position as a function of Alfvenic Mach number M a during intervals of magnetic field aligned solar wind flow shows that the shock tends to approach the Earth when M a is decreasing, while for non field-aligned flows bow shock moves from the planet.
Introduction
Experimental studies of the supersonic solar wind flow past the planets began in 1960s, when the existence of the near-Earth magnetopause and bow shock was reliably established (see e.g., a tutorial review by Russell, 1985) . Theoretical investigations began even earlier, in 1959 with the pioneer work of Zhigulev and Romishevsky (1959) , which considers the supersonic interaction of conducting fluid with the magnetic field of the Earth. Theoretical modeling of the near planetary bow shocks generally use hydrodynamic, magnetohydrodynamic or semikinetic approaches (e.g., Spreiter et al., 1966; Cairns and Lyon, 1995; Tanaka, 1995; Brecht, 1997; Kabin et al., 2000) . These models, especially of latter two kinds, need plenty of processor time for even a single run on modern supercomputers, and that is why they cannot be used for the routine analysis of the bow shock position and shape when the external solar wind parameters continuously change.
Analysis of a lot of collected experimental data relevant to the bow shock observations requires a convenient analytical model, and generally empirical models are used (Fairfield, 1971; Formisano, 1979; Slavin and Holzer, 1981) . A review of pertinent studies is given in the paper by Peredo et al. (1995) presenting the latest empirical model of the terrestrial bow shock. Though providing general description of the average shape and position of the bow shock, empirical models have uncertain limits of applicability and fail for unusual solar wind conditions. Besides, in these models the bow shock shape is usually described by a conic section, has
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incorrect asymptotic behavior unless distant crossings are included (Slavin et al., 1984) , and do not consider specific heat ratio influence on the planetary bow shock position.
In the present paper a recently developed semi-empirical bow shock model (Verigin et al., 1997 (Verigin et al., , 1999 is used for the analysis of the terrestrial bow shock crossings recorded by the Wind spacecraft. Similar analysis of the bow shock asymmetries and behavior was performed using the Interball/Magion 4 data . The bow shock modeling approach is based on simultaneous use of analytical MHD formulas and empirical relations describing bow shock characteristics as functions of external solar wind parameters. The Wind experimental data are specially normalized to take into account both variations of the magnetopause stand off distance and curvature due to changes of the solar wind ram pressure and magnetic field. The results of the analysis are given below after presenting the overview of the data, a brief description of the model and the data analysis techniques.
Experimental Data
In this study the terrestrial bow shock position and shape are analyzed using experimental data collected by the Wind spacecraft. This spacecraft was primarily maintained in the solar wind but it crosses the bow shock over a wide range of distance. The data set includes 462 bow shock crossings observed since the commissioning of the instruments in late 1994 to the beginning of 2001. Interplanetary magnetic field measurements were provided by the Magnetic Field Investigation experiment (MFI, Lepping et al., 1995) and plasma parameters were taken from the Solar Wind Experiment (SWE, Ogilvie et al., 1995) . Magnetic field data were first averaged over the time intervals of plasma mea- surement (∼92 s) and then the data obtained just upstream of the bow shock were chosen for our analysis as a proxy for the undisturbed solar wind parameters (neglecting, e.g., their modification due to possible foreshock presence). Figure 1 
Bow Shock Model
The most convenient reference frame for the bow shock description is the geocentric interplanetary medium GIPM frame, where X gipm is antiparallel to the upstream solar wind velocity vector and IMF field line lies in the secondfourth quadrant of the (X gipm , Y gipm ) plane (Peredo et al., 1995) . Use of this reference frame implies symmetry of the magnetopause that is generally invalid, e.g., due to the presence of the cusp regions. But this assumption seems to be reasonably valid for the subsolar part of the magnetopause mostly influencing the bow shock position and shape because of subsonic flow in the adjacent magnetosheath.
The bow shock standoff distance and the curvature radius of its nose R s can be deduced from the following relations (Verigin et al., 1997 (Verigin et al., , 1999 ):
where R 0 is the nose curvature radius of the magnetopause, ε = ε/(1 − ε) is the reduced compression of the solar wind flow, and ε = ρ 1 /ρ 2 is the ratio of the solar wind densities upstream ρ 1 and downstream ρ 2 of the bow shock nose. In MHD calculations ε appears as the real root of a cubic equation directly deduced from Rankine-Hugoniot relations (e.g., Zhuang and Russell, 1981) :
where M a , M s are the upstream Alvenic and sonic Mach numbers, respectively, and ϑ bv is the angle between the solar wind velocity and interplanetary magnetic field vectors. It was shown by Verigin et al. (1997 Verigin et al. ( , 1999 ) that relations (1) with a factor b = 1 agrees well with the results of HD calculations by Spreiter and Stahara (1995) and have the correct asymptotic behavior when M s , ε → 1. Taking into account the MHD Rankine-Hugoniot relation for the curved shock we have introduced the factor b = 1 − cos 2 ϑ bv /εM 2 a that permits us to reproduce the results of Spreiter and Rizzi (1974) including the approaching of the bow shock to the obstacle with decreasing Alvenic Mach number for fieldaligned MHD flow. Unusual, from the first glance, approaching of the bow shock to the obstacle has quite simple physical explanation. Really, the ability of the usual HD flow to divert its direction is determined by the ratio of the disturbance propagation velocity in the direction perpendicular to the flow (sonic velocity V s ), to the flow velocity V itself. Large increase of V s and decrease of V after a strong shock with ε → (γ −1)/(γ +1) provide great ability for flow diversion around the obstacle and thus lead to small equilibrium standoff distance in this case. Smaller value of V s /V after a weak shock leads to lower ability for diversion of the flow and to larger . As follows from Eq. (2) introduction of the flow-aligned magnetic field (ϑ bv = 0) will not change the strength of the shock (the value of ε) in the stagnation line vicinity because the HD value of ε = ((γ − 1)M 2 s + 2)/(γ + 1)/M 2 s remains to be the root of this equation for any M a . However in this case the disturbance propagation velocity in the direction perpendicular to the flow is magnetosonic V ms (but not sonic). The higher value of V ms /V in the field aligned MHD flow (compared to smaller V s /V value in HD flow) provides better ability for diversion of the flow around the obstacle and thus smaller equilibrium standoff distance .
The equation for a quasi-hyperbolic bow shock surface with the standoff distance and nose curvature radius R s defined above, can then be written in the following form as shown by Verigin et al. (1999) :
where r 0 is a geocentric distance to the magnetopause nose, M as = 1/ sin ϑ as is a function of the asymptotic downstream slope ϑ as of the bow shock (Mach cone), and a shaping parameter χ = 3.2/(M as + 1). (N.B., equation (10) in Verigin et al. (1997) was published with misprints, and the updated relation for χ is given here.) The ϑ as (and M as ) parameters may be determined geometrically using the Friedrichs diagram for fast MHD waves, e.g., see figure 4 of Spreiter et al. (1966) . For the sake of completeness we note that M as can also be determined from:
For the determination of magnetopause nose curvature radius, R 0 , and geocentric distance to its nose r 0 we used the model of the magnetopause size and shape introduced by Shue et al. (1997 Shue et al. ( , 1998 . In this model geocentric distance to the magnetopause r is a function of the angular distance ϑ from the X gipm axis: r = r 0 (2/(1 + cos ϑ)) α with (Shue et al., 1998) . The nose curvature radius R 0 of the magnetopause is derived as:
Data Analysis Technique
Figure 2 presents two examples, December 22-23, 1995 and May 5-6, 1999, of plasma parameter variations (magnetic field magnitude (a), Mach numbers (c), and ram pressure (d)) and radial distance to the spacecraft and to the modeled bow shock along the same direction (b). Well correspondence is seen between the observed and modeled positions of the spacecraft in both cases. Note that interplanetary shock was crossed at 15.40 on May 5 that resulted in bow shock moving towards the Earth from the spacecraft and thus it was passed by the spacecraft only ∼4 hours later.
In Fig. 3 the observed distances from the center of the Earth to the point of bow shock crossing r obs are compared with calculated distances to the model bow shock in the direction of real crossing r mod . In this figure the bow shock crossings marked by crosses correspond to 'outbound' crossings when Wind turned to be in the solar wind after crossing of the boundary. For 'inbound' crossings (dots in Fig. 3 ) Wind pass to the magnetosheath after bow shock crossing. Solid line in Fig. 3 r mod = k in r obs = (1.01±0.02)· r obs is the best fitting one for the inbound crossings while the dashed line in this figure r mod = k out r obs = (0.97±0.02)·r obs is the best fit for the outbound crossings (±3σ errors are given). Rather good coincidence of the observed and modeled distances r mod ≈ r obs justifies the use of the model described by relations (1-6) for the analysis of the data.
On the other hand, we may interpret a small difference between the coefficients 0.97 obtained for the outbound crossings and 1.01 for inbound crossings as a consequence of motion of the bow shock, which, generally speaking, never reaches its equilibrium position due to solar wind temporal variations. For the geocentric distances where Wind observed the bow shock crossings, we expect that the orbital velocity of the spacecraft is usually much less than possible velocity of the bow shock itself (sonic, Alfvenic, fraction of the solar wind velocity). In other words, it is not the spacecraft that crosses the standing bow shock, but the bow shock moves past the nearly standing spacecraft on the way to new 'equilibrium' positions. Hence the equilibrium model bow shock, calculated with the use of solar wind parameters measured after the outbound crossing, should be closer to the planet than the observed bow shock position k out < 1, and vice versa the equilibrium model bow shock, calculated with the use of solar wind parameters measured before the inbound crossing, should be further from the planet than the observed bow shock position k in > 1.
For the analysis of bow shock behavior in the subsolar region and in the terminator plane it is necessary to 'project' the observed points of bow shock crossings to these regions. Every crossing point r obs was projected to X gipm (r tances to the modeled shock surface in the direction of the observed crossing, in the X gipm direction, and in perpendicular to X gipm direction, respectively (Fig. 4) . Then the projected bow shock crossings must be normalized to 'standard' solar wind conditions −V 2 = 1 nPa and B z = 0 nT. Let r n be the geocentric distance to the magnetopause nose and R n be its (7) curvature radius calculated by relations (5, 6) under the standard solar wind conditions: r n = r o (1 nPa, 0 nT), R n = R 0 (1 nPa, 0 nT). Uniform scaling of the space by a factor R n /R 0 and subsequent shift along the X gipm axis by a value (r n − r o · R n /R 0 ) will transform both modeled magnetopause nose curvature radius R 0 and its nose position r o (Fig. 4) into R n and r n . Simultaneously
thus providing possibility to find r 0 pn -the observed magnetopause crossing position projected to X gipm and normalized.
In order to find normalized position of observed magnetopause crossing projected to (8) normalized GIPM 'terminator' plane r 90 pn we should first determine r * mod -the distance to the modeled magnetopause from the point with X gipm = −(r n R 0 /R n − r o ) and Y gipm = 0 in the direction perpendicular to X gipm axis in the plane containing this axis and observed location of the bow shock (Fig. 4) . Then scaling by the factor R n /R 0 will move r * mod to the r 90 pn :
It is expected that, after the normalization of projected bow shock positions (Eq. (7), (8)), the position of normalized bow shock will be a function of only M a , M s Mach numbers and ϑ bv . 
Results

∼ (−V
2 ) −1/6 (dashed line in Fig. 5(a) ), which follows from oversimplified assumption on self-similar simultaneous motions of the bow shock and magnetopause. The same data set but normalized by relation (7) demonstrates expected independence on −V 2 of normalized bow shock crossings r 0 pn ∼ const (dashed line in Fig. 5(b) ) thus confirming the reasonability of the used normalization approach, though again with a large scatter.
Both in Figs. 5(a), (b) bow shock crossings occurring during intervals of very low solar wind ram pressure (e.g., April 27; May 11, 1999; May 2, 2000) lie clearly out of dashed lines and this is likely caused by strong dependence of the bow shock position on M a in this case (see Fairfield et al., 2001) . In order to study dependence of the bow shock position on M a , M s , and ϑ bv let us sort normalized and projected crossings into different boxes according to these parameters.
Bow shock (r flow the bow shock tends to move towards the Earth with M a decreasing (bottom panel). This last fact supplements the result obtained by the Magion 4/Interball 1 data (Verigin et al., , 2001 . In none of the previous analysis of observational data this effect was found, though it was predicted by theoretical models (Spreiter and Rizzi, 1974; Cairns and Lyon, 1995) . Empirical model of Peredo et al. (1995) shows that the subsolar shock moves earthward while the flanks move outward in response to decreasing M a , but the authors did not divide the cases according to ϑ bv and this seems to be important (cf. top and bottom panels in Fig. 6 ). Another study by Slavin et al. (1996) found that the bow shock was everywhere closer to the magnetopause when the interplanetary magnetic field is nearly aligned with the solar wind flow direction.
The bow shock shape asymmetry found in the terminator plane is illustrated in Fig. 7 , where normalized projections of bow shock crossings (r 90 pn ) are shown in polar coordinates as a function of the clock angle ϕ : ϕ = 0
• corresponds to +Y gipm and ϕ = 90
• -to +Z gipm directions. In order to decrease the scattering effect due to large range of subsolar bow shock distances, only the cases with ram pressure normalized subsolar distances in the interval 12 R e < r subdivided into 2 cases with low and high anisotropy of Friedrichs diagram, since far from the planet bow shock anisotropy is expected to be influenced by the anisotropy of fast magnetosonic wave propagation. From Fig. 7 it is seen that the cross section of the bow shock in the terminator plane is almost symmetric in the cases with low anisotropy of phase velocity of fast magnetosonic wave. (The ±Y gipm , ±Z gipm semi-axes and the shifts of the center δY gipm of approximating ellipses are gathered in Table 1 for all bins). For highly anisotropic field-aligned flows the bow shock is still symmetric, while quasi-perpendicular flows with highly Projections of normalized bow shock crossings to the terminator plane for quasi-field aligned, inclined, and quasi-perpendicular solar wind flows, subdivided into cases with low and high anisotropy of phase velocity of fast magnetosonic wave. 12 R e < r 0 pn < 16 R e .
anisotropic Friedrichs diagram result in bow shock elongated in ±Z gipm direction at the terminator. In the case of inclined anisotropic flows the terminator bow shock cross section is elongated in the ±Z gipm direction (ratio of the axes ∼1.1) and shifted toward positive Y gipm values by δY gipm ∼ 1.5 R e . This analysis of the bow shock asymmetry is again in agreement with the preliminary study based on Magion 4/Interball 1 data, but there only inclined flow was considered. A similar, but weaker effect was found by Peredo et al. (1995) without distinguishing the cases of isotropic and non-isotropic Friedrichs diagram. The Earth's bow shock model constructed by Bennett et al. (1997) also exhibits qualitatively similar elongation and shift of the bow shock cross section but far downstream from the planet at X gipm ≈ −100 + −350 R e . 
Conclusions
About 450 distinct bow shock crossings observed in inbound and outbound legs of the Wind spacecraft trajectory and corresponding vectorial upstream solar wind measurements by Wind SWE and MFI instruments are used to study the 3-D shape and motion of the terrestrial bow shock. Mapping of bow shock crossings to the Sun-Earth line and to the terminator plane is realized using a recently developed semi-empirical model of the planetary bow shock. The data analysis technique includes a new way of bow shock normalization that fixes both the magnetopause nose position and curvature radius.
Rather good coincidence of the observed and modeled distances to the bow shock r mod ≈ r obs justifies the applicability of the model used. On the other hand, positions of the inbound crossings slightly closer to the planet in comparison to the modeled ones, and correspondingly, slightly further positions of the outbound crossings result from the non steady nature of the boundary.
Analysis of the subsolar bow shock position as a function of Alfvenic Mach number shows that for field-aligned flows of the solar wind, the shock tends to approach the Earth when M a is decreasing, while for non field-aligned flows the bow shock moves from the planet.
The asymmetry of the terrestrial bow shock shape in the terminator plane is studied as a function of Friedrichs diagram anisotropy. Inclined solar wind flows with high anisotropy of phase velocity of fast magnetosonic wave result in the formation of the bow shock with terminator cross section elongated in north-south GIPM direction and shifted toward positive Y gipm values.
